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Preliminary program
25 april
Monday
09:20
09:30
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:30
12:10
12:35
13:00
15:00
15:40
16:05
16:30
17:00
17:40
18:05
19:30

opening
Béla Bollobás "On some problems of Paul Erdős"
Valeriy Kalyagin "Identification of threshold
graph in correlation networks"
Alexander Ponomarenko "Optimal network
structures for decentralized search"
Coffee
Zoltan Toroсzkai "The physics of network inference"
Marina Diakonova "Irreducibility of the multiplex:
the case of the voter model"
Andrew Podlazov "Model of social network growth"
Lunch
Marta Sales Pardo "Inference on complex networks"
Alexander Veremyev "Critical nodes for network
connectivity and cohesiveness"
Arun Kadavankandy "Clusterization of L1-norm
statistic for anomaly detection in Erdős-Rényi graphs"
Coffee
Marian Boguñá "Hidden geometry of complex
weighted networks"
Mikhail Batsyn "A branch and bound algorithm
for a fractional 0-1 programming problem"
Petr Koldanov "Optimal individual tests for model
selection in Gaussian concentration graph"
Welcome party

26 april
Tuesday
09:30
10:10
10:35
11:05
11:45
12:10
12:35
14:35
15:15
15:40
16:05
16:35
17:15
19:00

Jürgen Kurths "Basin stability for quantifying
stability of power grids"
Yury Malkov "State-of-art similarity search
based on navigable small world graphs"
Coffee
Cristina Masoller "Climate networks"
Liudmila Ostroumova Prokhorenkova
"Global clustering coefficient in scale-free networks"
Vsevolod Salnikov "Non-Markovian dynamics
on networked systems and its applications
to community detection"
Lunch
Mario Rosario Guarracino "From biological
experimental data to regulatory networks"
Andrzej Jarynowski "Networks-based hospital
infections controller"
Jason Bassett "Strain oscillation competition
in epidemic models"
Coffee
Konstantin Anokhin "Networks in brain"
Georgy Guria "Bipartite graphs in blood
coagulation theory"
Public lecture by Bela Bollobás (YANDEX)

27 april
Wednesday
09:30
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:30
12:10
12:35
13:00
13:25
15:00
after

Michael Chertkov "Graph model learning is easy
(while inference is still hard)"
vladimir Boginski "Cohesive network clusters modeled
by relative clique relaxations: optimization
and asymptotic aspects"
Alexey Nikolaev "Efficient approach for the maximum
clique problem based on machine learning"
Coffee
Ginestra Bianconi "Network geometry"
Nelly Litvak "A closer look at the null-model
for networks"
Senya Shlosman "Phase transitions
in information networks"
Alexander Vladimirov "Stability of Queuing Networks
with Mobile Servers"
Alexandre Rybko "Fluid and Mean-Field Limits
of Large Queuing Networks"
lunch
YANDEX excursion (YANDEX)
FREE TIME

28 april
Thursday
09:30
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:30
12:10
12:35
13:00
15:00
15:40
16:05
16:30
17:00
17:40
18:05
18:05
20:00

Panos M. Pardalos "A new information theory
perspective on network robustness"
Vsevolod Chernyshev "Statistics of narrow wave
packets on metric and decorated graphs"
Ekaterina Stepanova "Bifurcation theory of Steiner
minimal trees and minimal filings. Steiner subratio"
Coffee
Konstantin Avrachenkov "Distributed spectral
decomposition in networks by complex diffusion
and quantum random walk"
Jacob Biamonte "Time-reversal asymmetry in ‘chiral’
quantum walks: classification results"
Andrew Semenov "Dynamics of binary
decisions on graphs"
Lunch
TBA
Sergey Tilga "On distribution of small subgraphs
in the Buckley-Osthus random graph model"
Vladimir Ivashkin "Metric performance study
in the context of clustering on graphs generated
with G(n, pin, pout) model"
Coffee
Petter Holme "Spreading processes
on temporal networks"
Vitaly Belik "Spreading processes on dynamic networks"
Egor Samosvat "Publication date prediction through
reverse engineering of the Web"
Zoltan Torozckai "The physics of network inference",
MIPT seminar
Conference Dinner

29 april
Friday
09:30
10:10
10:35
11:00
11:30
12:10
12:35
13:00
15:00

Pavel Krapivsky "Phase transitions in sparse
and dense random networks"
Minas Hovhannisyan "Pattern formation in random
networks subject to evolution
with topological constraints"
Olga Valba "Topological properties
of two-colored networks"
Coffee
Sergey Dorogovtsev "Ranking scientists"
Tayyeb Jamali "How visas shape and make visible
the geopolitical architecture of the planet"
Pavel Chebotarev "Models of latent consensus
in directed networks"
Lunch
Open table

All abstracts
1. Konstantin Anokhin, National Research Center
”Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia
Networks in brain
Despite impressive advances in neuroscience, the nature of higher brain
functions still eludes satisfactory understanding. This situation, known as
”explanatory gap”, calls for new explanatory models and principles. The present
report proposes a hypernetwork principle for organization of higher brain
functions. According to this principle biological neural networks connectomes)
are organizied in evolution and development into cognitive hypernetworks
(cognitomes). Vertices of cognitome are COGs (GOgnitive Groups). Each COG is a
subsets of vertices from the underlying neural network that are associated by a
common cognitive experience. Edges between verticies in cognitome are LOCs
(Links of Cogs) that are formed from the edges of subsets of orresponding
vertices in connectome. In terms of algebraic topology COG is a relational
simplex or hypersimplex. Its base is a simplex from the vertices of underlying
neural network and its apex is a vertex possessing a new quality at the acrolevel
of cognitive hypernetwork. Hypernetworks generalize networks and
hypergraphs. They pro vide formalism for description of emergent phenomena
in the multilevel systems, and allow modeling of more complex structures than
networks and hypergraphs. The report presents a set of generative rules for
cognitive hypernetworks that establish a basis for the neural hypernetwork
theory (NHNT).

2. Konstantin Avrachenkov, Inria, Sophia Antipolis,
France
Distributed Spectral Decomposition in Networks by Complex Diffusion and
Quantum Random Walk
In this work we address the problem of finding top k eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors of symmetric graph matrices in networks in a
distributed way. We propose a novel idea called complex power iterations in
order to decompose the eigenvalues and eigenvectors at node level, analogous
to time- frequency analysis in signal processing. At each node, eigenvalues
correspond to the frequencies of spectral peaks and respective eigenvector
components are the amplitudes at those points. Based on complex power
iterations and motivated from fluid diffusion processes in networks, we

devise distributed algorithms with different orders of approximation. We
validate the algorithms with simulations on real-world networks. Our
formulation of the spectral decomposition can be easily adapted to a simple
algorithm based on quantum random walks. With the advent of quantum
computing, the proposed quantum algorithm will be extremely useful. This is a
joint work with P. Jacquet and J.K. Sreedharan.

3. Jason Bassett, Technische University, Berlin
Strain Oscillation Competition in Epidemic Models
Epidemic spread modelling is becoming increasingly elaborate. Among the
recent considerations included in the various models are those of mutations
among recurrent strain pathogens and the corresponding host response [1].
This response can be similar for genetically affine strains and is termed in
epidemic modelling as cross-immunity. When one depicts the genetic strain
evolutionary competition as points spread in some geometry then one studies
the strain space of the pathogen in question [2]. Through the host’s
cross-immunity then a manifold of collective phenomena, synchronous or of
emergent mixed coherent and incoherent states, arise. We study a multi-strain
generalisation of such a compartmental SIR system [3] in absence of
cross-immunity (oscillating freely) in the linear regime and in terms of stability.
As in such models the underlying structure of the population matters [4], we
proceed to simulate the full, coupled system in a ring topology and retrieve
states of mixed coherence and incoherence for the competing strains.
1) K. Koelle, M. Kamradt, and M. Pascual, ”Understanding the dynamics of rapidly
evolving pathogens through modeling the tempo of antigenic change:
Influenza as a case study,” Epidemics, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 129-137, 2009.
2) J. R. Gog and B. T. Grenfell, ”Dynamics and selection of many-strain
pathogens,”Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, vol. 99, no. 26, pp. 17 209-17 214, 2002.
3) Y. N. Kyrychko and K. B. Blyuss, ”Global properties of a delayed SIR model wit
temporary immunity and nonlinear incidence rate,” Nonlin. Anal. RWA, vol. 6, no.
3,pp. 495-507, 2005.
4) M. G. M. Gomes, G. F. Medley, and D. J. Nokes, ”On the determinants of
population structure in antigenically diverse pathogens,” Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London B: Biological Sciences, vol. 269, no. 1488, pp. 227-233,
2002.

4. Mikhail Batsyn, National Research University Higher
School of Economics
A branch and bound algorithm for a fractional 0-1 programming problem
We consider a fractional 0-1 programming problem arising in manufacturing.
The problem consists in clustering of machines together with parts processed
on these machines into manufacturing cells so that intra-cell processing of
parts is maximized and inter-cell movement is minimized. This problem is
called Cell Formation Problem (CFP) and it is an NP-hard optimization problem
with Boolean variables and constraints and with a fractional objective function.
Because of its high computational complexity there are a lot of heuristics
developed for it. In this paper we suggest a branch and bound algorithm which
provides exact solutions for the CFP with a variable number of cells and
grouping efficacy objective function. This algorithm finds optimal solutions for
21 of the 35 popular benchmark instances from literature and for the remaining
14 instances it finds good solutions close to the best known.

5. Vitaly Belik, Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Technische
Universitat Berlin, Hardenbergstraße 36, 10623 Berlin,
Germany
Spreading processes on dynamic networks
Recently, the availability of empirical data of high temporal resolution allows to
investigate dynamic or temporal networks – networks changing in time. These
networks challenges conventional understanding of the dynamics of spreading
processes, such as epidemics of infectious diseases or propagation of
information. Examples of such networks include human mobility networks[1,2],
animal trade networks[3] and networks of hospitals[4]. In the present talk, the
interplay of the structure and patterns in such networks and outcomes of
spreading processes are investigated and theoretical explanation is provided.
Control strategies for spreading processes on dynamic networks are proposed
and evaluated.
1) V Belik, T Geisel, D Brockmann, Natural human mobility patterns and spatial
spread of infectious diseases, Physical Review X 1 (1), 011001 (2011)
2) CM Schneider, V Belik, T Couronn e, Z Smoreda, MC Gonz alez, Unravelling
daily human mobility motifs, Journal of The Royal Society Interface 10 (84),

20130246 (2013)
3) V Belik, A Fengler, F Fiebig, HHK Lentz, P H ovel, Controlling contagious
processes on temporal networks via adaptive rewiring, arXiv:1509.04054
4) V Belik, P H ovel, R Mikolajczyk , Control of Epidemics on Hospital Networks,
Control of Self- Organizing Nonlinear Systems, Springer, 431-440 (2016)

6. Jacob Biamonte, University of Malta
Time-reversal asymmetry in ’chiral’ quantum walks: classification results
”A ’single particle quantum walker’ moves on a graph, with dynamics governed
by Schr odinger’s equation. Originally proposed by Richard Feynman, these days
quantum walks have become a standard model used to study quantum
transport and in fact, quantum walks can even represent a universal model of
quantum computation. Recently we developed a theory of quantum walks
which exhibit time-reversal symmetry breaking in their node-to-node transition
probabilities. We named these, ’chiral quantum walks’. The main application we
have found so far is to use this symmetry breaking as a passive means to control
and direct quantum transport. We mathematically classified time-symmetric
and time-asymmetric Hamiltonians and quantum circuits in terms of their
underlying network elements and geometric structures. And we numerically
studied several illustrative examples. In a recent collaboration, we helped
experimentally implemented the most fundamental time-reversal asymmetric
process. The experiments applied local gates in an otherwise time-symmetric
quantum circuit to induce time-reversal asymmetry and thereby achieve (1)
directional biasing in the transition probability between basis states, (2) the
controlled enhancement of and hence (3) the controlled suppression of these
transport probabilities. Our results imply that the physical effect of
time-symmetry breaking can play a role in coherent transport and offer an
alternative means to control a quantum process. We have found the effect to be
omnipresent in a range of quantum information protocols and algorithms and
hence provides what might turn out to be a useful yet untapped resource. We
have worked towards classification of the network configurations that give rise
to the effect.
References
1) Quantum Transport Enhancement by Time-Reversal Symmetry Breaking by
Zoltan Zimboras, Mauro Faccin, Zoltan Kadar, James Whitfield, Ben Lanyon and
Jacob
Biamonte
Scientific
Reports
3,
2361
(2013)
—
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep02361

2) Chiral Quantum Walks DaWei Lu, Jacob Biamonte, Jun Li, Hang Li, Tomi H.
Johnson, Ville Bergholm, Mauro Faccin, Zolt an Zimbor as, Raymond Laflamme,
Jonathan Baugh and Seth Lloyd in review (2016) — preprint
http://arxiv.org/abs/1405.6209
3) Classification of time-reversal symmetry breaking in quantum walks Jacob
Biamonte and Jacob Turner Draft available on request. (2016)”

7. Ginestra Bianconi, Queen Mary University of London
Network geometry
Networks are mathematical structures that are universally used to describe a
large variety of complex systems such as the brain or the Internet. Characterizing
the geometrical properties of these networks has become increasingly relevant
for brain research, routing problems, inference and data mining. In real growing
networks, topological, structural and geometrical properties emerge
spontaneously from their dynamical rules. Here we show that growing simplicial
complexes constructed not only by nodes and links but also by triangles and
higher dimensional simplices can generate complex network geometries with
non- trivial distribution of curvatures, combining complexity with finite spectral
dimensionality. When manifolds of arbitrary dimension are constructed, and
energies are assigned to their nodes these networks can be mapped to quantum
network states and they follow quantum statistics despite they do not obey
equilibrium statistical mechanics.
References
1) Z. Wu, G. Menichetti, C. Rahmede, G. Bianconi, Emergent Complex Network
Geometry Scientific Reports 5, 10073 (2015)
2) G. Bianconi, C. Rahmede, Quantum Complex Network Manifolds in d¿2 are
scale-free Scientific Reports 5, 13979 (2015)
3) G. Bianconi, Interdisciplinary and physics challenges in network theory EPL
111, 56001 (2015).
4) G. Bianconi and C. Rahmede Network geometry with flavor: from complexity
to quantum geometry PRE 93, 032315 (2016)

8. Vladimir Boginski, University of Central Florida and
University of Florida
Cohesive Network Clusters Modeled by Relative Clique Relaxations:
Optimization and Asymptotic Aspects

Real-world complex networks exhibit clustered structure: certain groups of
nodes (vertices) form “cohesive” or “highly connected” clusters (can also be
referred to as ”communities”), which can be rigorously characterized using
graphtheoretic concepts. These cohesive clusters are also referred to as ”clique
relaxations”, since their definitions “relax” certain properties of a clique, which is
the “ideal” cohesive cluster with all possible links, but may be overly restrictive in
practical settings. Cohesive clusters have applications in communication, social,
biological, financial, and other types of networks. One of the common issues of
interest to many such applications is finding large clusters, or “tightly knit”
subsets of vertices. In this presentation, we will focus on so-called relative clique
relaxation models, which are obtained by relaxing certain metrics that attain
their maximum possible values on a clique: edge density, minimum vertex
degree, and vertex connectivity. We will discuss optimization problems of
identifying such clusters in networks, as well as related asymptotic results on
phase transitions in random graphs.

9. Marian Boguna, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain
Hidden geometry of complex weighted networks
Most of the complexity of the so-called complex systems is encoded into the
intricate topology of the networks defined by the interactions among their
components. The remaining complexity is encoded into the organization of the
magnitude of such interactions (i.e. the weights). Interestingly, weights are
coupled in a non-trivial way to the binary network topology, playing a central
role in their structural organization and dynamics [1]. On the other hand,
complex networks have been conjectured to be embedded in hidden metric
spaces, in which distances among nodes encode their similarity and, thus, their
likelihood of being connected [2]. This hypothesis, combined with a suitable
underlying space, has offered a geometric interpretation of the complex
topologies observed in real networks, including scale-free degree distributions,
the small-world effect, strong clustering as a reflection of the triangle inequality,
and self-similarity. It has also explained their efficient inter-node communication
without a knowledge of the complete structure [3,4]. Moreover, it has been
shown that for networks whose degree distribution is scale-free, the natural
geometry of their underlying metric space is hyperbolic [5]. All these results
have then been used to propose geometric models for real growing networks
that reproduce their evolution and in which preferential attachment emerges
from local optimization principles [6,7]. In real weighted networks, weights are
coupled to the bare topology in a nontrivial way. This is manifested, for instance,
in a non-linear relation between the strength of a node s (the sum of the total
weight attached to the node) and its degree k of the form s ~ kn [1]. However, the
relation, if any, between the weighted organization and the underlying

geometry is unclear. Here, we present empirical evidence on the existence of
geometric correlations at the weighted level in real networks from very different
domains. To quantify the level of coupling between topology and weights and
the underlying metric space, we introduce the most general and versatile class
of weighted networks embedded in hidden metric spaces currently available.
We find that such coupling can be significantly different when measured at the
level of the bare network topology or at the weighted level, supporting the
hypothesis that different dynamical processes play significant roles in the
behavior of the system. Our empirical findings combined with our new class of
models open the path towards the uncovering of the natural geometry or real
weighted complex networks.
References
1) A. Barrat, M. Barthelemy, R. Pastor-Satorras, and A. Vespignani, “The
architecture of complex weighted networks.” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 101,
3747–52 (2004).
2) M. A. Serrano, D. Krioukov, and M. Boguna , “Self-similarity of complex
networks and hidden metric spaces,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 078701 (2008).
3) M. Boguna and D. Krioukov, “Navigating ultrasmall worlds in ultrashort time,”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 058701 (2009).
4) M. Boguna , D. Krioukov, and K. C. Claffy, “Navigability of complex networks,”
Nat. Phys. 5, 74–80 (2009).
5) D. Krioukov, F. Papadopoulos, M. Kitsak, A. Vahdat, and M. Boguna, “Hyperbolic
geometry of complex networks,” Phys. Rev. E 82, 036106 (2010).
6) F. Papadopoulos, M. Kitsak, M. A.Serrano, M. Boguna, and D. Krioukov,
“Popularity versus similarity in growing networks,” Nature 489, 537–540 (2012).
7) A. Gulyas, J. J. Biro, A. Korosi, G. Retvari, and D. Krioukov, “Navigable networks
as Nash equilibria of navigation games,” Nat. Commun. 6, 7651 (2015)

10. Bela Bollobas, Cambridge and Memphis
On Some Problems of Paul Erdos
Although Paul Erdos has been dead for almost twenty years, many of his
problems live on. In the talk I shall present some recent results about a couple of
the problems Erdos posed about fifty years ago. As it so often happens, as soon
as a problem is solved, it spawns others.

11. Pavel Chebotarev (in collaboration with Rafig Agaev),
Institute of Control Sciences of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow, Russia
Models of latent consensus in directed networks
In this paper, we study the problem of achieving consensus in a networked
multiagent system whose dependency digraph G contains no spanning in-tree.
We consider regularization protocols that reduce to supplementing G with an
additional fictitious agent, a hub, uniformly associated with the nodes
corresponding to the other agents. The presence of such a node representing
“public opinion” guarantees the achievement of an asymptotic consensus.
Letting the influence of the hub on the agents tend to zero leads to the concept
of latent consensus. We obtain expressions for the consensus in the case of
symmetrical connections of the hub; under this assumption, the impact of the
hub on the consensus remains stable. On the other hand, if the hub substantially
depends on the agents, while its influence on them becomes vanishingly weak,
then asymptotic consensus is given by the scalar product of the vector of row
averages of the Laplacian eigenprojection of G and the initial state vector of the
original system.
The same latent consensus turns out to result under the assumption that the
system has weak “background links” of uniform intensity between the agents.
These results hold true for both continuous and discrete protocols of consensus
seeking. In the latter case, the discrete Laplacian is defined by L = I − P, where P
is the stochastic dependency matrix, I being the identity matrix. A topological
interpretation of the above results is provided by means of an earlier theorem
saying that the eigenprojection of the Laplacian matrix of a directed network
coincides with the normalized matrix of its maximum in-forests.

12. Vsevolod Chernyshev, National Research University
Higher School of Economics
Statistics of narrow wave packets on metric and decorated graphs
The talk deals with discrete problems arising in the study of semiclassical
solutions on metric and decorated graphs. Let a decorated graph be a hybrid
manifold obtained by gluing the endpoints of a segment to aRiemannian
manifold of dimension less than four. Consider the Cauchy problem for a
time-dependent Schrodinger equation with initial conditions having the form
of a narrow Gaussian packet supported on the segment. When the packet
reaches an endpoint of the segment, a diverging wave front is formed on the
surface. When this front reaches another point of gluing, another narrow

packet starts to move along the segment, and so forth. We find an asymptotic
estimate for the number N(t) of packets on the segment at time t for some
decorated graphs. We show that N(t) may have polynomial, subexponential, and
exponential growth. We use some results of abstract analytic number theory as
well as obtain some new results. Namely, we prove an asymptotic formula for the
number of elements in an additive arithmetic semigroup in the case of an
exponential counting function of the generators.

13. Michael (Misha) Chertkov, Skoltech, Russia, Los
Alamos USA
Graph Model Learning is Easy (while inference is still hard)
In this talk I describe recent progress in constructive understanding of graph
learning on example of inverse Ising model. I present novel ``screening"
algorithm illustrating that the generic inverse task of the graph learning is
computationally easy in spite of the fact that the direct problem (inference or
sampling) is difficult.

14. Marina Diakonova, Queen Mary University, UK
Irreducibility of the Multiplex: the case of the Voter Model
The multiplex has been a major focus of investigation for the scientific
community in the recent years. In the context of opinion-dynamics, this
framework of coupled networks appears as the perfect setting to model the
effect of the joint presence of different communities on individual opinion
formation. We let the dynamically evolving state of a network node stand for
some internal opinion of an agent, and implement the voter model on a
two-layer multiplex network. We briefly summarise the influence of the purely
multiplex structural parameters on its general phenomenology, and, crucially,
proceed to compare the numerical results with the predicted behaviour of
several equivalent single-layer aggregates of our original system. The existence
of differences at intermediary parameter values suggests that the multiplex is, at
least trivially, irreducible, and we collaborate this further by inverting the
observed trends to show the nonlinearity of some topological properties of the
ideal aggregate. We conclude that if the effect of the multiplex structure is to be
reproduced on a single network, then it is not obvious how to obtain such a
network from the original multilayer system. Our work motivates a proper
understanding of the processes occurring on multiplex networks as a vital,
complementary step to the study of single layer opinion-dynamics.

Reference
M. D., V. Nicosia, V. Latora and M. San Miguel, New Journal of Physics, 18 (2016)

15. Sergey Dorogovtsev, University of Aveiro
Ranking scientists
Ranking is one of the central issues in social life and information technologies.
The problem of citation-based metrics of a researcher’s performance is
essentially about ranking scientists, an obligatory task of various selection and
evaluation boards. Notably, any ranking has to be based on a single rational
number, so it in principle cannot be precise. Currently the ranking of scientists is
largely based on the h-index. To examine the performance of this metric, we
study a representative sample of researchers from physics and complex systems
and analyze correlations between their h-index and number of papers, N, and
total number of citations, C. From these statistics we find that for a researcher
having a given total number of citations, his or her h-index, on average,
markedly increases with N. Consequently the h-index is not merely imperfect
but it unfairly favors modestly performing scientists and punishes stronger
researchers with a large mean number of citations per paper. We propose a new
simple measure of scientific research output that focuses on a researcher’s most
cited paper to substantially indicate his or her major achievement, but also
accounts for h. We introduce the scientific output index (o-index) that is the
geometric mean of the number of citations of the most cited paper, m, and the
h-index of a researcher. We show that the o-index clearly distinguishes
successful researchers and provides a natural, easily implementable ranking
criterion for scientists.
Reference
S. N. Dorogovtsev and J. F. F. Mendes, Ranking scientists, Nature Phys. 11, 882
(2015).

16. Guria Georgii, Moscow Russia
Bipartite graph techniques as a tool for blow-up phenomena analysis in
blood
coagulation dynamics.
Bipartite graphs are widely used in few applications of modern graph theory.
Prominent progress have been achieved at the last decade of XX-th century in
analysis of collective phenomena in far from equilibrium Belousov-Zhabotinsky
chemical system. Special attention have been paid to finding of critical
conditions relevant to oscillations and self-sustained waves. Recently bipartite

graph techniques were successfully applied for the analysis of blow-up
phenomena in blood coagulation [1,2] and fibrinolytic [3] systems. Several
results achieved in the area will be presented at the Workshop. Some
controversial issues of bipartite graph application for the analysis of blow-up
phenomena in blood coagulation dynamics will be discussed. Work was
supported in part by Russian Science Foundation. Grant 14-14-00990
References
1) Uzlova S.G., Guria K.G., Guria G.Th. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences. 2008
2) Guria G.Th. How theoretical physics threat blood coagulation phenomena
NAUKA 9 (9), 5 (2011) pp.. 50-57. (in Russian)
3) Guria K.G., Gagarina A.R., Guria G.Th. Instabilities in fibrinolytic regulatory
system. Theoretical analysis of blow-up phenomena Journal of theoretical
biology. 2012; 304: 27-38

17. Petter Holme, Sungkyunkwan University, South Korea
Spreading processes on temporal networks
The contact structure between people affect spreading processes. Network
theory has become a powerful tool to understand that relationship. Sometimes,
one has information not only about which nodes that interact, but also when the
interaction happens. Just like the network topology, structures in time can be
very important for the behavior of spreading processes. To leave out the
temporal structure could be fatal both for prediction and mechanistic
understanding. I will discuss the theory of temporal networks — integrating
information about time and network topology. This theory, it turns out, becomes
rather different from static network theory (partly because temporal networks
are not transitive, in the algebraic sense). I will use disease spreading on
temporal networks as my main example, but also discuss the state of the field in
general, and its future challenges.

18. Minas Hovhannisyan, Yerevan State University
Pattern formation in random networks subject to evolution with topological
constraints
Using computer simulations, we study in details the directed evolution of
random networks toward growth of local connectivity while conserving the
degrees of nodes as imposed topological constraints. Our studies, preliminary
announced in [1], were motivated by recently established critical increasing of

local connectivity interpreted in [2] in terms of the Ginsburg-Landau
phenomenology. Much earlier, the similar critical phenomenon of the network
condensation was observed in [3] with respect to the directed evolution without
topological constraints. In our studies, we found that the critical phenomenon
observed in [2] manifests itself as a cascade of transitions that result in splitting
of random network into a set of inherently connected subnets weakly coupled
to one another. We interpret the cascade of transitions as the pattern formation.
Our studies were done on the networks of 256 nodes varied with initial density
controlled by the probability for the links. The pattern formation, in general,
have the following picture. At sufficiently high density (p = 0.2- 0.3), the network
usually simultaneously breaks down into a small number (3-5) of clusters
connected with each other. Slightly above the percolation threshold (p =
0.1-0.08), the number of clusters is significantly greater (9-11), and they are
formed by sequential cleavage of small clusters from the rest of the network.
First separates one cluster tightly coupled within and loosely connected with
the rest of the network. Then, the next tightly coupled cluster separates from the
rest part, and so on, till the network fully disintegrates into small and weakly
interconnected clusters. Below the percolation threshold, the network
almostinstantaneously disintegrates into a large number of unconnected small
subgraphs. Thus, directed evolution with topological constraints can lead to the
formation of rich structure of weakly and strongly connected components.
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19. Vladimir Ivashkin, MIPT, Russia
Metrics performance study in the context of clustering on graphs generated
with
G(n, pin, pout) model.
In this paper, we study the behavior of several parametric families of graph
distances to reveal the best ones as applied to clustering on random graphs
generated with the G(n, pin, pout) [1] model. The criterion for determining the
most appropriate metric is not only the largest RI (Rate Index), but also a

“stability” of RI in a neighborhood of the optimum parameter value found for the
train sample. The following metrics families are studied: Plain Walk [2], Walk [3,
4], Forest [5], Logarithmic Forest [3, 6], Communicability [7], Logarithmic
Communicability, Randomized shortest path [8] and Free Energy [8]. In fact,
Communicability, Logarithmic Communicability and Randomized shortest path
do not satisfy the triangle inequality, but also provide good results. The family
parameter can be optimized with respect for a particular clustering method:
optimum parameter provides the highest clustering quality for a train sample.
As an alternative, we explore the so called diffusion index, which embodies the
assumption that vertices located in the same cluster should be closer to each
other than vertices located in different clusters. In this paper we show the
applicability of the diffusion index to determine the optimal parameters of the
families of metrics and compare this approach with optimizing the parameter of
the base of clustering results.
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20. Tayyeb Jamali, Department of Physics, Shahid
Beheshti University, G.C., Evin, Tehran 19839, Iran
How visas shape and make visible the geopolitical architecture of the planet.
The aim of the present study is to provide a picture for geopolitical lobalization:

the role of all world countries together with their contribution towards
globalization is highlighted. In the context of the present study, every
countryowes its efficiency and therefore its contribution towards structuring the
world by the position it holds in a complex global network. The location in which
a country is positioned on the network is shown to provide a measure of its
”contribution” and ”importance”. As a matter of fact, the visa status conditions
between countries reflect their contribution towards geopolitical globalization.
Based on the visa status of all countries, community detection reveals the
existence of 4+1 main communities. The community constituted by the
developed countries has the highest clustering coefficient equal to 0.9. In
contrast, the community constituted by the old eastern European blocks, the
middle eastern countries, and the old Soviet Union has the lowest clustering
coefficient approximately equal to 0.65. PR China is the exceptional case. Thus,
the picture of the globe issued in this study contributes towards understanding
”how the world works”.

21. Andrzej Jarynowski, Smoluchowski Institute,
Jagiellonian University in Cracow, Poland
Network – based hospital infections controller
We create an intuitive and functional application to support hospital infections
control (bacterial, viral, fungal and parasitic). The result of the application is to
reconstruct the most likely paths of infection and the classification of
individuals into different risk groups. The algorithm works on data from the
register of admissions and release of patients from each hospital units (wards ,
clinics ,
etc.), medical staff register with knowledge of topological and functional
structure of hospital. On a temporary network structure of contacts are
implemented
epidemiological models (link on the network can provide a path for the
pathogen
transmission). As part of this project, we developed methods for analyzing the
contact network of persons who had visited the same care facility, as well as
methods for analyzing the effects of network structure on the transmission.
We also studied artificial networks which help us to understand real and
simulatedpaths of disease transition.

22. Jürgen Kurths (in collaboration with Jobst Heitzig,
Paul Schultz), Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
Research and Humboldt University Berlin, Institute of
Physics, Germany
Basin Stability for Quantifying Stability of Power Grids
The human brain, power grids, arrays of coupled lasers and the Amazon
rainforest are all characterized by multistability. The likelihood that these
systems will remain in the most desirable of their many stable states depends on
their stability against significant perturbations, particularly in a state space
populated by undesirable states. Here we claim that the traditional
linearization-based approach to stability is in several cases too local to
adequately assess how stable a state is. Instead, we quantify it in terms of basin
stability, a new measure related to the volume of the basin of attraction. Basin
stability is non-local, nonlinear and easily applicable, even to high-dimensional
systems. It provides a long-sought-after explanation for the surprisingly regular
topologies of neural networks and power grids, which have eluded theoretical
description based solely on linear stability. Specifically, we employ a
component-wise version of basin stability, a nonlinear inspection scheme, to
investigate how a grid’s degree of stability is influenced by certain patterns in
the wiring topology. Various statistics from our ensemble simulations all support
one main finding: The widespread and cheapest of all connection schemes,
namely dead ends and dead trees, strongly diminish stability. For the Northern
European power system we demonstrate that the inverse is also true: ”Healing”
dead ends by addition of transmission lines substantially enhances stability. This
indicates a crucial smart-design principle for tomorrow’s sustainable power
grids: add just a few more lines to avoid dead ends. Further, we analyse the
particular function of certain network motifs to promote the stability of the
system. Here we uncover the impact of so-called detour motifs on the
appearance of nodes with a poor stability score and discuss the implications for
power grid design. Moreover, it will be shown that basin stability enables
uncovering the mechanism for explosive synchronization and understanding of
evolving networks.
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23. Kadavankandy Arun, INRIA, France
Characterization of L1-norm Statistic for Anomaly Detection in Erdos Renyi
Graphs
We describe a test statistic based on the L1-norm of the eigenvectors of a
modularity matrix to detect the presence of an embedded Erdos Renyi (ER)
subgraph inside a larger ER random graph. We make use of the properties of the
asymptotic distribution of eigenvectors of random graphs to derive the
distribution of the test statistic under certain conditions on the subgraph size
and edge probabilities. We show that the distributions differ sufficiently for well
defined ranges of subgraph sizes and edge probabilities of the background
graph and the subgraph. This method can have applications where it is sufficient
to know whether there is an anomaly in a given graph without the need to infer
its location. The results we derive on the distribution of thecomponents of the
eigenvector may also be useful to detect the subgraph nodes

24. Valeriy Kalyagin, National Research University Higher
School of Economics, Lab LATNA, Nizhny Novgorod
Identification of threshold graph in correlation networks
Correlation networks form an important class in network analysis. Such
networks appear to be useful in biological and financial applications. Biological
applications are mostly related with probabilistic graphical models (Koller,
2009), Gaussian graphical models (Lauritzen, 1996), weighted correlation
networks (Horvath, 2011) and others. Financial applications are related with
market network analysis (Tumminello, 2010), (Boginski, 2005). Two main aspects
of market network analysis were developed in the literature. First is empirical
study of particular market networks and their structures. Publications in this area
are abundant. Second is a methodological and algorithmic aspects of market
network analysis (Boginski, 2006), (Tumminello, 2005), (Koldanov, 2013). In
practical applications network analysis is conducted using a real data or
observations. For correlation network observations are modeled as a sample
from multivariate distributions. In this setting methods and algorithms of
network analysis need to be studied as statistical procedures. This point of view
is developed for Gaussian graphical models (Drton, 2007), (Finegold, 2011) and
it is not well developed in market network analysis, despite a large number of
publications in the subject. In this paper we develop the approach initiated in
(Koldanov, 2013), (Kalyagin, 2014). We distinguish a class of correlation networks
which we call in this paper random variables networks. Random variables
network is a pair (X, γ), where X = (X1, X2, . . . , XN ) is a random vector and γ is a
measure of association of random variables. Nodes of the network are

associated with random variables and weight of edge (i, j) is given by γi,j = γ(Xi ,
Xj ), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. This class includes Gaussian graphical and market network
models. For Gaussian graphical model vector X has a multivariate Gaussian
distribution and γ is the partial correlation. For market network model Xi is an
attribute of stock i (return, volume, price and at.) and γ is the Pearson correlation
(in most cases). Main goal of network analysis is to identify a network structures
containing a key information about network. This is especially important for
large scale networks, with a big number of nodes and edges. Popular network
structures studied in the literature are concentration graph in Gaussian
graphical models, and, minimum spanning tree, planar maximally filtered graph,
threshold (market) graph, cliques and independent sets in market network
analysis. In Gaussian graphical models traditional identification procedures are
based on sample partial correlations. In market network analysis most
identification procedures are based on sample Pearson correlations. It is known
that statistical procedures based on Pearson correlations are appropriate for
Gaussian distribution. However in some cases real data have a heavy tails and
does not fit hypothesis of Gaussian distribution. Therefore it is important to
investigate a distribution free identification statistical procedures. In the present
paper we analyze from this point of view a statistical procedures for threshold
graph iden tification in random variables network with elliptically contoured
distributions. This class of distributions is largely used in financial analysis
(Gupta, 2013). Random variable network can be considered as complete
weighted graph where the nodes are associated with random variables and
weight of edge are given by a measure of association between them. Threshold
graph is a subgraph of random variable network. An edge is included in
threshold graph iff its weight is larger than a given threshold. According to the
choice of measure of association one get different correlation networks and
threshold graphs: threshold graph in Pearson correlation network, threshold
graph in Kendall correlation network, threshold graph in Spearman correlation
network and others. Threshold graph identification problem is to identify the
threshold graph from observations. In this paper we study threshold graph
identification statistical procedures in sign similarity network and compare it
with identification statistical procedures in Pearson correlation network. The
measure of association between random variables Xi, Xj in sign similarity
network is given by the probability of signcoincidence γSi,j = P[(Xi − E(Xi)(Xj − E(Xj
)] > 0). This measure of association is connected with Fechner correlation γ a
simple interpretation for market network (Bautin, 2013). To study threshold
graph identification problem we use a multiple decision statistical approach. In
this setting threshold graph identification problem is equivalent to the selection
of one from all graphs with N nodes. The decision procedures considered in this
paper are based on simultaneous application of sign tests. Three popular
multiple statistical procedures are invemultiple decision procedure, step down
Holm multiple testing procedure and stepstigated: single step up Hochberg

multiple testing procedure. The quality of the procedures is measured by risk
function, and in particular FWER (Family Wise Error Rate). Our main result is:
considered multiple decision procedures for threshold graph identification are
distribution free in sign similarity network in the class of elliptically contoured
distributions. Moreover it is shown that these procedures can be adapted for
distribution free threshold graph identification in Pearson correlation network.
Note that the class of elliptically contoured distributions includes Gaussian
distribution and distributions with heavy tails (multivariate Student). The work is
supported by RHRF grant 15-32-01052.
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25. Petr Koldanov, National Research University Higher
School of Economics, Laboratory of Algorithms and
Technologies for Network Analysis Nizhny Novgorod,
Russia
Optimal individual tests for model selection in Gaussian concentration
graph.
Gaussian graphical model (GGM) is a useful and popular tool in biology and
genetics (Lauritzen 1996), (Edwards 2000). This model is based on analysis of
conditional independences between random variables which is equivalent to
specified zeros among the set of partial correlation coefficients. Some statistical
procedures for Gaussian graphical model selection are proposed and
investigated in (Dempster 1972), (Edwards 2000). Statistical procedures in
(Edwards 2000) does not control family wise error rate (FWER). To overcome this
issue multiple single-step and stepwise statistical procedures were recently
introduced (see (Drton and Perlman 2004), (Drton and Perlman 2007), (Drton
and Perlman 2008) and references therein). Majority of multiple testing
procedures are based on statistics for individual hypotheses testing. Usually,
sample partial correlations are used as natural test statistics for testing individual
hypotheses. However, as far as we know, properties of optimality of these tests
were not well investigated so far. In the present paper we construct an optimal
unbiased test of the Neyman structure for testing individual hypotheses in GGM
selection and prove that these tests are equivalent to sample partial correlation
tests. Numerical experiments are conducted to compare the multiple testing
procedure with optimal individual tests with standard concentration graph
identification procedure based on Fisher z-transform of sample partial
correlations. The work is supported by RHRF grant 15-32-01052.
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26. Yury Malkov, Institute of Applied Physics of the
Russian Academy of Sciences
State-of-art similarity search based on navigable small world graphs
We present a Hierarchical Navigable Small World algorithm for solving the
approximate K-nearest neighbor (K-ANN) problem in general metric spaces. The
approach is an extended version of Navigable Small World graph algorithms
studied for K-ANN [Malkov Y. et. al., LNCS 7404, p. 132, 2012; Malkov Y. et. al.,
Information Systems 45, p. 61, 2014] and as a possible reason of navigability in
real-life networks, based on a growth and homophily model [arXiv:1507.06529].
Algorithms performance evaluation has demonstrated that the proposed
method outperforms previous state-of-art (such as FLANN, FAL-CONN, VP-tree,
annoy, kgraph, ordering permutations) by a large margin on many of real world
datasets.

27. Cristina Massoler, Universitat Politecnica de
Catalunya
Climate networks
Climate networks defined over a regular grid of geographical locations (nodes)
covering the Earth surface, have proven to be a valuable analysis tool for
advancing our understanding of climate dynamics. In this talk I will discuss
climate networks constructed by using different methods for assessing
statistical similarities and interdependencies: ordinal symbolic analysis, Hilbert
transform, mutual information, conditional mutual information and Granger
causality [1-3]. I will also present two techniques for unveiling the underlying
community structure of climate networks: the first one is based on identifying
mutual lags among time-series of climatic variables recorded at the nodes, while
the second one is based on performing a statistical similarity analysis of the
symbolic dynamics at the nodes. These methods extract meaningful regional
communities, which uncover different aspects of large-scale climate
phenomena. Researchfunded by the LINC project (FP7- 289447, climatelinc.eu).
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28. Alexey Nikolaev, Laboratory of Algorithms and
Technologies for Networks Analysis, National Research
University Higher School of Economics
Efficient approach for the maximum clique problem based
on machine learning
In this talk a new approach for solving the maximum clique problem will be
presented. For a given graph the suggested approach uses machine learning
technique to predict the fastest algorithm from several algorithms for the
maximum clique problem. Then the chosen algorithm is applied for solving the
maximum clique problem in this graph. The computational results show the
efficiency of the proposed approach.

29. Liudmila Ostroumova Prokhorenkova, Yandex
Global clustering coefficient in scale-free networks
I will present a detailed analysis of the global clustering coefficient in scale-free
graphs. Many observed real- world networks of diverse nature have a power-law
degree distribution. Moreover, the observed degree distribution usually has an
infinite variance. Therefore, I will focus on such degree distributions. There are
two well-known definitions of the clustering coefficient of a graph: the global
and the average local clustering coefficients. There are several models proposed
in the literature for which the average local clustering coefficient tends to a
positive constant as a graph grows. On the other hand, there are no models of
scale-free networks with an infinite variance of the degree distribution and with
an asymptotically constant global clustering coefficient. Models with constant
global clustering and finite variance were also proposed. Therefore, in this talk
I will focus only on the most interesting case and analyze the global clustering
coefficient for graphs with an infinite variance of the degree distribution. For
unweighted graphs, I will show that the global clustering coefficient tends to
zero with high probability and I will also estimate the largest possible clustering
coefficient for such graphs. On the contrary, for weighted graphs, the constant
global clustering coefficient can be obtained even for the case of an infinite
variance of the degree distribution.

30. Panos M. Pardalos, University of Florida, National
Research University, Higher School of Economics, Russia
A new Information theory perspective on network robustness
A crucial challenge in network theory is the study of the robustness of a network
when facing a sequence of failures. We propose a novel methodology to
measure the robustness of a network to component failures or targeted attacks
based on Information Theory, that considers measurements of the structural
changes caused by failures of the network’s components providing a dynamical
information about the topological damage. The methodology is comprehensive
enough to be used with different probability distributions and provides a
dynamic profile that shows the response of the network’s topology to each
event, quantifying the vulnerability of these intermediate topologies.

31. Andrew V.Podlazov, RAS Keldysh Institute of Applied
Mathematics
Model of social network growth
I propose a new model of social network growth. This model bases on the
assump-tions of random attachment of new vertices, of preferential choice of
vertices for creating links with existing vertices and of restriction of the second
end of these links by the neighbors of the neighbors. The model generates the
graph with power-law distributed vertices degree. The exponent of the
distribution varies in a wide range. I give for the model a mean-field quasi-linear
description. It treats the choice of vertices for the second end of new link as a
combination of preferential and random selections.

32. Alexander Ponomarenko, National Research
University Higher School of Economics
Optimal Network Structures for Decentralized Search
There are networks, which structure allows an efficient searching of nodes via
decentralized search algorithm. Several explicit and algorithmic models, which
describe such networks, have been proposed in the literature. They all have
advantages and disadvantages. In this talk I want to attract attention to fact that
for particular nodes configuration there is an optimal network structures and it
is possible to find it.

33. Mario Rosario Guarracino, CNR, Italy
The complexity of an organism is strictly related to the complexity of
interactions among molecules, present in the same or in different cells, which for
a human being are estimated to be in the order of tens of trillions. The study of
such interactions can greatly help to have more insight in the processes and
functions governing phenotypic characteristics of an organism. One of the most
powerful tools to model such phenomena are networks and related analysis
tools. In this talk we will show how to use publicly available experimental data to
build networks and which are the most common techniques to analyze them.
Finally, we will discuss open research problems.

34. Marta Sales, URV, Spain
Inference on Complex Networks
Recent results have showcased the power of probabilistic models to not only
elucidate the structure of complex networks but also to build predictive models
on the evolution of such networks. These probabilistic models are often
formulated a stochastic block models in which nodes are assigned to groups and
a connection probability matrix that specifies the probability that two nodes are
connected based on their group assignment. In this talk, I will present a general
inference framework based on stochastic block models and show how one can
use similar frameworks to investigate: 1) the multilayer structure of complex
networks; 2) the prediction of human behavior. 1) There is more and more
evidence that the existence of multiple layers of interactions within complex
systems have a dramatic impact on the dynamical processes happening on
these layers. Nonetheless, while the common assumption is that most of the
network examples we can study are projections of different interaction layers,
we have no way to assess whether that assumption is correct or not. To address
this problem, we have developed a multi-layer stochastic block model. We find
that for most of the real networks we study, a two-layer stochastic block model
gives a better description than a single-layer one, thus suggesting that real
world networks are indeed projections of multi-layer networks. 2) Stochastic
block models are socially grounded models that were initially proposed by
sociologists to represent human social interactions. In this case we will
investigate whether one can extend our inference framework to predict human
behavior, and in particular the rating of items by users. In this case I will explain
how to formulate a stochastic block model for a bipartite graph with valued
edges and how to perform inference based on it. Our results show that the
stochastic block model approach outperforms state of the art approaches, but it

unfortunately does not scale well with the number of ratings. Finally, I will show
results for a mixed membership stochastic block model that both outperforms
state of-the-art rating algorithms and scales well with the number of observed
ratings.

35. Vsevolod Salnikov, University of Namur, Belgium
Non-Markovian dynamics on networked systems and its applications
to community detection
In the first part we performed an analytical study of the spectral properties of
the higher order Markov processes which are also confirmed by numerical
experiments. Secondly we have developed a statistical approach taking
advantage of the temporal correlations between edges in order to uncover
overlapping, synchronized communities in networks. Our approach has the
advantage of allowing for the use of existing methods for static networks after
minor modifications. We have succeeded to get extremely good results for the
artificial benchmark which lead to the application of built techniques to real
temporal datasets. We show that the output of our algorithms for empirical data
contain important facts about observed systems whichare hardly identified by
standard methods.

36. Egor Samosvat, Yandex
Publication Date Prediction through Reverse Engineering of the Web
We focus on one of the most challenging tasks in temporal information retrieval:
detection of a web page publication date. The natural approach to this problem
is to find the publication date in the HTML body of a page. However, there are
two fundamental problems with this approach. First, not all web pages contain
the publication dates in their texts. Second, it is hard to distinguish the
publication date among all the dates found in the page’s text. The approach we
suggest in this paper supplements methods of date extraction from the page’s
text with novel linkbased methods of dating. Some of our link-based methods
are based on a probabilistic model of the Web graph structure evolution, which
relies on the publication dates of web pages as on its parameters. We use this
model to estimate the publication dates of web pages: based only on the link
structure currently observed, we perform a ””reverse engineering”” to reveal the
whole process of the Web’s evolution.

37. Semenov A. (in collaboration with Andrei V.
Leonidov), IPI, Russia
Dynamics of binary decisions on graphs
In the talk we discuss continuous time formulation of noisy evolutionary games
with externality-dependent binary decisions on graphs. For the case of logit
noise an exact expression for the time of evolution from a metastable to a stable
state on complete graphs is derived. Evolution equations for correlation
functions for arbitrary noise and nontrivial graph topology are discussed.

38. Ekaterina Stepanova, MSU, mech-maths, Russia
Bifurcation theory of Steiner minimal trees and minimal fillings.
Steiner subratio
I deal with Steiner minimal trees and minimal fillings for finite sets of points in
metric spaces. A Steiner minimal tree is the shortest tree connecting a finite set
of points in a metric space with all vertices are in the space. A minimal filling is
a connecting weighted graph of the minimal weight where non-negative
weight function has some restrictions caused by metric. Constructing of these
objects are NP-hard problems in many metric spaces, including the Euclidean
plane. But their solutions help us to design transport networks, build
phylogenetic trees, etc. It is important to say about topologies of these two
objects for finite sets of points in a metric space. In this work bifurcation
diagrams of Steiner minimal trees and minimal fillings for any four points in the
Euclidean plane are con- strusted, and some restrictions on such diagrams in
some other metric spacesare imposed. Also the Steiner subratios of smooth
Riemannian manifolds are estimated.

39. Sergey Tilga, MSU, Russia
On distribution of small subgraphs in the Buckley–Osthus random graph
model
We consider a random graph process G nm,a n ≤ 1 analogous to one suggested
by Barab asi and Albert (see [1] and [2]) in which, at each time step, a new vertex
is added with m out-neighbours, chosen with probabilities proportional to their
degree plus a strictly positive constant a, which is the so-called initial
attractiveness of a vertex. Such model is a slightly modification of the
Buckley–Osthus random graph model (see [3]). Let #(H, G) be the total number

of subgraphs of graph G, which are isomorphic to graph H. A. A. Ryabchenko and
E. A. Samosvat studied the asymptotic behavior of E (H, G nm,a ) in case a =1,
where H is an arbitrary simple graph and G nm,a is a random graph in the
above-mentioned model (see [4]). Our talk is concerned with a generalization of
their result for an arbitrary positive a.
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40. Zoltan Toroczkai, University of Notre Dame, USA
The physics of network inference
Jayness properties as constrained by empirical data (observables). However,
their use is often hindered by the degeneracy problem characterized by
spontaneous symmetry breaking, where predictions fail. Here we show that
degeneracy appears when the corresponding density of states function is not
logconcave, which is typically the consequence of nonlinear relationships
between the constraining observables. We illustrate this phenomenon on
several examples, including from complex networks, combinatorics and classical
spin systems. Exploiting these nonlinear relationships we then propose a
solution to the degeneracy problem fora large class of systems via
transformations that render the density of states function log-concave. The
effectiveness of the method is demonstrated on real-world network data. Finally,
we discuss the implications of these findings on the relationship between the
geometrical properties of the density of states function and phase transitions in
spin systems.

41. Olga Valba, HSE, Moscow, Russia
Topological properties of two-colored networks
We consider an equilibrium ensemble of large Erdos-Renyi topological random
networks with fixed vertex degree and two types of vertices, black and white,

prepared randomly with the bond connection probability p. The network energy
is a sum of all unicolor triples (either black or white), weighted with chemical
potential of triples μ. Minimizing the system energy, we see for some positive μ
the formation of two predominantly unicolor clusters, linked by a string of Nbw
black-white bonds. We have demonstrated that the system exhibits critical
behavior manifested in the emergence of a wide plateau on the Nbw(μ) curve,
which is relevant to a spinodal decomposition in first-order phase transitions. In
terms of a string theory, the plateau formation can be interpreted as an
entanglement between baby universes in two-dimensional gravity. We
conjecture that the observed classical phenomenon can be considered as a toy
model for the chiral condensate formation in quantum chromodynamics.
Dependence of the equilibrium number Nbw of blackwhite bonds on the
chemical potential μ per each unicolor triple for a N = 500 vertex random net
work of probability p = 0.15 with equal composition of black and white nodes.
The typical network topologies for several values of μ along a Nbw(μ) curve are
shown above the Nbw(μ) curve.

42. Vladimirov Alexander, IITP, Russia (in collaboration
with A.Rybko, S.Shlosman)
Stability of Queuing Networks with Mobile Servers
We study symmetric queueing networks with moving servers and FIFO service
discipline. The mean-field limit dynamics demonstrates unexpected behavior
which we attribute to the metastability phenomenon. Large enough finite
symmetric networks on regular graphs are proved to be transient for arbitrary
small inflow rates. However, the limiting non-linear Markov process possesses at
least two stationary solutions.

43. Shlosman Senya, CPT, France
We study highly connected queuing networks. We examine the process of
convergence of the network to equilibrium. The question is about its
dependence on the size of the network. Often it happens that, started from a
reasonable initial state, the network approaches its equilibrium in time,
independent of the size of the network. However, there are networks for which
the relaxation process slows down. This behavior reflects the fact that the
corresponding infinite system undergoes a phase transition. It is characterized
by the property that different nodes of the network start to evolve in a
synchronous way. Such transition can happen only when the load per node
exceeds some critical value. The load thus plays here the same role as the inverse
temperature in statistical mechanics. Based on joint works with A. Rybko and
A. Vladimirov.

44. Alexander Rybko, RAS, Russia
Fluid and Mean-Field Limits of Large Queueing Networks
The investigation of the fluid limit behaviour is a useful tool for studying stability
conditions and other qualitative properties of queueing networks. We use this
fluid limit to find nontrivial attractors of dynamical systems describing the
evolution of large symmetric networks.These nonlinear dynamical systems
describes the asymptotic behaviour of large symmetric networks in the
mean-field limit, when number of nodes of symmetric networks tends to infinity.

45. Paul Krapivsky, Department of Physics, Boston
University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, USA
Phase Transitions in Sparse and Dense Random Networks
Large random networks exhibit numerous phase transitions — the birth of the
giant component in classical random graphs and the emergence of macroscopic
hubs are two prominent examples. Phase transitions in sparse networks are
often either similar to classical continuous (Landau) phase transitions or to
infinite-order (Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless) phase transitions, yet more
peculiar phase transitions unexpectedly occur in very simple models. A few
examples of phase transitions in sparse networks will be presented, e.g. the
emergence of the macroscopic hub in choice-driven network growth which
looks like a Landau transition, yet shares some properties with the BKT
transition. Densification transitions will be also discussed.
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